Quantitative analysis is in general based on ratios of count rates from the unknown and a reference sample. Thereby several common factors cancel, particularly the geometrical beam and sample sizes, the acceptance angle and detection efficiency of analyzer and detection system, and the scaling factor of the primary spectral distribution function. In addition, in the theoretical methods, various errors in fundamental coefficients which cause a parallel bias in the photon counts of the unknown and reference sample (for example the transition probabilities, fluorescent yields, and absorption edge jump ratios), are effectively reduced.
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In turn, also any test of theoretical predictions by comparison with experimental data is equally limited by these factors unless a fully calibrated experimental setup is available. This paper describes results of such comparisons using data obtained at the PTB beamlines at BESSY-II in Berlin where all experimental parameters are known on absolute scales. A most helpful feature is the high monochromacy of the primary radiation with all high order components effectively suppressed. The specimen chambers including the detection system are fully calibrated in terms of geometry and detection efficiencies so that the the absolute number of measured fluorescent photons can be directly compared with theoretical predictions.
The purpose of the project is to investigate the quality of fundamental parameter approaches in general and in particular of those effects which are related to light elements and their direct and indirect excitation. Analyzed specimens were bulk materials, thin foils and layered specimens.
The preliminary results confirm that the basic (classical) fundamental parameter approach is correct, but inconsistencies exist for some analyte lines probably due to inaccurate individual fundamental parameter values. For very light elements the effect of chemical state, the complex spectrometer response function of Si(Li) detectors for low energies, and unusual indirect excitation effects (e.g., excitation by electrons and cascade effects) are clearly visible (however, sometime superimposed). Their principal behaviour corresponds with current theoretical models. Permission is granted to post the abstract on the DXC web site and affiliated web sites.
